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ABSTRACT :  3D Geocellular modeling has been used to perform the geological prognosis of the single and multilevel horizontal
wells under drilling in Mumbai High Field. Close grid 3D seismic interpretation has been done and the structure maps at the top of
main reservoir layer L-III and its various sub layers top viz. A2-I, A2-II, A2-III, A2-IV, A2-V, A2-VI, A2-VII, B & C were
prepared. A 3D Geocellular correlation framework was constructed using these structural grids having the areal resolution of
100*100 meters and vertical resolution of 0.5 meters approximately which guides the distribution of reservoir data throughout the
model. Processed logs of various rock properties like porosity, water saturation, shale volume etc. were used from 197 wells and
populated in the resulting geocellular reservoir model. Each cell of the resulting model holds heterogeneous rock, fluid property etc.
for interactive visualization and modeling. Cross section taken along the horizontal drain hole section from 3D Geocellular model
provides the information of the sub-sea depth of target layer, the depth of the sweet zone within the target layer and also the
structural and rock property variation along the horizontal section. This kind of geological prognosis of different high-tech
horizontal wells has proved to be of immense help to the well site geoscientist in deciding the drilling course of horizontal section
of the well once the landing point is reached and the results have been cross validated in subsequently drilled horizontal wells under
the redevelopment plan of the Mumbai High Field.

INTRODUCTION

The integration of all Geophysical, Geological,
Petrophysical and Reservoir engineering data culminates in
the creation of a single comprehensive 3D Geocellular reservoir
model. The models with high vertical and lateral resolution
leads to a more accurate reservoir description which in turn
results in a better reservoir estimates and identification of
developmental opportunities. The model provides a
quantitative description of the reservoir compartmentalization
which can lead to the identification of bypassed reserves in
the mature and newly discovered fields.

This paper illustrates the methodology of creating
comprehensive 3D Geocellular model and extracting a cross
section along the drain hole of the horizontal well describing
the structural and various rock property variations like
porosity, permeability, oil saturations etc. along the horizontal
trajectory of the well. A case history of the horizontal well N2-
10H has been described comparing the prognosticated results
as per the well trajectory versus actual well data after the
drilling of the well.

BACKGROUND AND STUDY AREA

The data set originates from giant Mumbai High oil
field, the main producing offshore oil field of India, producing

oil and gas for the last 27 years. The field, with a total area of
1500 square kilometers, has a very high well density (900 wells)
and is covered by high resolution 3D seismic (70,000 LKM)
survey. Its main reservoir L-III, containing more than 90% of
in place oil reserves of the field, is a multi-layered alternate
carbonate and shale pack of early Miocene age. The L-III
reservoir is divided into sub layers A1, A2-1, A2-II, A2-III,
A2-IV, A2-V, A2-VI, A2-VII, B, C and D with intervening shales.
The limestone layers are 2 meters to 11 meters thick while the
intervening shale layers are ranging from 1 meter to 5 meters
in thickness in the study area. Because of its wide areal extent,
layered nature, depositional and digenetic complexities, the
reservoir characterization, especially the petrophysical
characterization still poses lot of challenges. Both primary
(inter particle micritic) and secondary porosities (vugs, solution
channels and moulds) are present in the limestone of L-III
reservoir. Porosity value varies from 15% to 35%. Average
permeability values for L-III reservoir ranges from 50 md to
500 md.  The current porosity model of the reservoir is based
primarily on the effective porosity estimated from the well
logs and deterministically populated in the entire reservoir
volume using linear interpolation algorithms in a 3D Geocellular
framework. The study area covers approximately 800 Square
kilometers area of the Mumbai High North Field  (Fig. 1 )
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METHODOLOGY

The study comprises of four steps viz

1. Data base creation
2. Layer and horizon correlation and mapping
3. 3D Geocellular modeling
4. Building the cross section and extracting the

petrophysical attributes along the section.

DATA BASE CREATION

 A consistent digital data base for the entire Mumbai
High oil field was resampled to the study area. Deviation survey,
correlation picks, well logs like GR, RHOB, LLD and NPHI and
processed logs of porosity, water saturation permeability etc.
were loaded in the data base.

3D seismic data: The seismic data set used is the part
of the high resolution 3D seismic campaign of 1997-98. The
vertical sampling is 2ms and bin size is 25m. X 12.5m. The data
for the study area comprises of 2300 in lines and 3000 trace
lines covering the MH North field including the shale channel
in the south of the field (Fig. 1 ).

LAYER AND HORIZON CORRELATION AND MAPPING

 All the ten different reservoir layers were
lithostratigraphically correlated in all the wells based on the
composite log response and consistency of shale pick (Fig 2).
Layer wise gross and net reservoir thickness, effective porosity,
shale volume and hydrocarbon saturation maps were
computed. Well based effective porosity map for the A2-VII
layer has been shown in Fig.5. There is a wide variation in the
petrophysical properties over the structure with general
deterioration of reservoir properties towards the western flank.
Both the limestone and shale layers change their lithological
and petrophysical properties laterally and vertically over the
study area.

 Having established the well to seismic tie (Fig. 3),
four correlatable horizons corresponding to A1 top, A2-IV
top, A2-VII top and B top were correlated in every in-line and
every trace line and time structure maps were prepared. Using
the depth picks of layers L-II, L-III and B top, time-depth
relationship in each well and migration velocity field, a velocity
volume cube was made using TDE software of Landmark.
Average velocity surface in respect of the correlated horizons
were prepared from the velocity cube and was used to prepare
the depth structure maps from time structure maps. In order to
prepare the depth map of different sub layers of L-III, gross
thickness of every sub layer was computed from the well data
and gridded. Now using the conformable technique of

Figure 1 : Basemap showing study area, Proposed platforms and
3D seismic Coverage.

Figure 2 : Composite well log correlation showing reservoir layers
and petrophysical hetrogeneties.
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mapping, gross thickness of A1 layer was added to the depth
grid of A1 to get the depth map at A2-I top (Fig.4) and likewise
prepared the depth map for A2-II, A2-III, A2-IV, A2-V, A2-VI
and A2-VII having the structural configuration of A1 layer.
The structural configuration of B-top was considered for
mapping the structure map at C-top.

3D GEOCELLULAR MODELING

The three dimensional Geocellular correlation
framework was constructed using the depth grids of A1, A2-
I, A2-II, A2-III, A2-IV, A2-V, A2-VI, A2-VII, B and C. Total
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number of ten stratigraphic sequences with seventy layers
from A1 to C layer were made with areal resolution of 100*100
meters and vertical resolution of approximately 0.5 meters. The
processed log data of porosity, water saturation, permeability
etc. from 197 wells was loaded into the model. Based on the
layers in the stratigraphic framework model the system
resamples the log data to one value per cell in the well modeling
process. This value was determined through the weighted
average technique in which the thickest attribute gets more
weight in averaging. Once the interpolation of the curve data
into the well has been done by carrying out the well model the
attribute model has been used to populate for each cell by
optimizing the different  parameters such as search radius,
secondary search radius etc. and used the deterministic
weighting or sharp weighting because it honors the data at
well point. In this way the 3D attribute models of porosity,
water saturation and hydrocarbon saturation (1-Sw) were
prepared.

BUILDING THE CROSS SECTION AND EXTRACTING THE
PETROPHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES ALONG THE SECTION

Based on the horizontal drift, azimuth and drainhole
length, the easting and northing co-ordinates corresponding
to the landing and target point of the horizontal well are
determined and thus two pseudo wells are created. These two

Figure 3: Reconstruction cut  section through 3D seismic volume
showing well to seismic tie And correlation of  horizons.

Figure 4: Depth structure map at the top of A2-1 layer. Figure 5: Effective porosity map of A2-VII Layer
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wells are brought into the geocellular model and a cross section
is created joining the landing and target point which basically
represents the horizontal section of the well.

Based on this modeling, the well prognosis of the
new high tech wells and the drain hole trajectories describing
the variation of various petrophysical properties were
prepared and utilized for well planning and monitoring.The
drain hole trajectory has been shown passing through the
sweet zone (Figs. 6, 7, 8 and 9) i.e. the path of high porosity
and high oil saturation. Colour scale given in the right side of
every figure is showing the values of the property in ascending
order from bottom to top of the scale.
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SUMMARY AND CROSS VALIDATION

Based on the study, the prognostication of structural
levels and reservoir properties were considered. Under the
ongoing redevelopment plan of Mumbai High North, the well
prognosis of approximately 30 wells for different target layers
have been made in this manner.  The estimation difference in
predicting the various target layer depth top in general ranges
+-0.5% while the petrophysical properties encountered in the
well has a good match as per the description shown in the well
drainhole trajectory. The geological prognosis of the recently
drilled multilevel well N12-4H from newly established platform
N12 is shown in Fig.6. The variation in  the estimated depth at
the target layer “B” and “C” to the actual depth after the
drilling of the well were found to be 1 to 2 meters only while
the porosity and other rock properties were fairly matching.

Figure 6: Porosity profile along multi-level horizontal drainhole
300m. length in B and C layer of well N12-4H.

Figure 7: Water saturation distribution along 1000m. drainhole of
horizontal of well N2-10H

Figure 8: Porosity profile along 1000m. drainhole of Well N2-10H.

Figure 9: Oil saturation distribution along horizontal  drainhole of
well N2-10H.
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An example of the horizontal well “N2-10H” drilled in
the western flank of Mumbai High North is described below
illustrating the comparative analysis of the prognosticated
results versus the actual field data after drilling the above
well.

CASE STUDY OF HORIZONTAL WELL N2-10H

The well N2-10H was drilled from N2 platform with
westerly drift of 1334.31 m. in N 270.580 direction as horizontal
well of 1009 m length drain hole in A1 layer of L-III reservoir of
Mumbai High North.

The geological model based on G & G study was
considered for prognostication of structural levels and reservoir
properties. The structural interpretation as indicated in L-III
map showed that the formation is westerly dipping from N2
platform towards N2-10H location with low angle gentle dip.
However, a localized hump at the order of about 2 to 3 m high
was also indicated towards west of landing point. In the
prognosticated L-III top at landing point was 1375.5 m and at
the target point 1000 m drain hole it was 1385.8 m.

During the course of drilling continuous monitoring
of drilling parameters, lithological information along with

MWD data, necessary course corrections were given from
time to time for proper placement of landing point. It has been
observed that L-III top was encountered at 1369.5 m i.e., 6m
above the prognosticated depth.

The drain hole trajectory and the expected reservoir
properties along the drain hole were prognosticated based on
the above model. A porosity profile was drawn indicated by
different color bands showing different porosity ranges
(Fig. 8).

Based on the expected structural configuration and
porosity profile (Fig. 8) the planned drain hole trajectory
indicated as immediate upward steering of drain hole for initial
200 m length from the landing point and further downward
steering as per the bed dip to place the drain hole in the best
part of the sweet zone (which is about 2 m thick) upto 1000 m
length.

During the course of drilling it has been observed
that the initial upward steering has landed up in upper tight
zone of A1 layer and also touched the top shale (as shown in
Plate 10) suggests that the formation is gently dipping and
anticipated structural hump is absent. Immediately based on
drilling and geological data the course of the drain hole was

Figure 10:  Comparision of geological prognosis of Horizontal well N2-10H V/S actual Well data after drilling the well.
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reversed to downward steering, which followed the normal
dip of the bed. Rest of the drain hole was placed in the best
part of the sweet zone. Major part of the drain hole indicated
excellent porosity and reservoir properties as seen in the
electrolog and well trajectory. The well produced initially oil
@ 4010 BOPD, which is the highest rate of oil production from
the drain hole during 2002-03.

The above case reflects the utility of the geological
prognosis for the field level monitoring and subsequent up
gradation of model, based on the actual field data.

CONCLUSION

The static model prepared by integrating the
geophysical, geological and petrophysical data gives a
comprehensive picture of the reservoir. Geological prognosis
of high-tech wells is helpful in correct placement of the well in
sweet zone and further steering the drilling of the well along
the sweet zone as per the structural variation depicted in the
well trajectory. This gives the opportunity of field level
monitoring and subsequent upgradation of the static model.
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